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SEPTEMBER 16, 2021

To our readers: Rama’s White Knights Report, for the most part, will present information from Rama’s
contacts on very current events. Sometimes, additional commentary may show up, in the form of
more explanation about an important issue, or as an article inserted to provide more insight on the
subject being presented.
More info on those Rama talks to - who are there to keep us in the loop as well - can be found at
https://www.rainbowroundtable.net/rama-s-contacts

2021-09-10

Friday

Tom the Ring Tailed Cat

Rama: I received a call from Tom the Ring-tailed Cat today; it was 12;30 early this afternoon.
He said to me, “Lord Rama, go and listen to Gregg Braden on the ancient techniques for
reaching advanced states of consciousness. It is about accessing the quantum field: as you
talk to it, it will talk to you.
“The Light coming in is unprecedented. Stay in the Violet Flame. Blaze the Violet FIRE!
Sat Nam! Namaste!”
2012-09–12

Sunday

Tom the Ring Tailed Cat

Rama: I received a simple text message from Tom the Ring Tailed Cat today. It was 1:00 pm
this afternoon. He said to me: “Lord Rama, on 9/11, the Lame Stream Media lied all day long
about the real story of what happened that day 20 years ago. It was about a coup d’etat of
America at the hands of our own government. Justice will be served. Love is the answer
“Stay in the radiance of the Violet Flame of St Germain. Blaze the Violet Fire! Sat Nam!
Namaste!”
2021-09-13

Monday

Sweet Angelique the Cat

Rama: I received a text message from Sweet Angelique the Cat at noon today. She said to me,
“Lord Rama, I am at Stonehenge. It is sunset here, and there is a portal opening. It is about
the Great Transformation.
“Meanwhile, Prince Andrew is being hunted by the Justice Department of the United States
Apparently those papers have been served to him, and a barrister has been assigned to him.
This story opens a very large black book, connected to Jeffrey Epstein. This case with Prince
Andrew is affecting the whole world!
“In the midst of all these global events, Beloved Ascended Master St Germain may just
whisper in the King of Swords’ ear for him to order the Provost Marshall General to order
Martial Law.
“Because we are in a constitutional crisis of inter galactic proportion, call in Lord Ashtar!
Call in Lord Michael! He, in his own words a short while back, said: ‘Call on me, and I will
show up, along with the whole Company of Heaven!’ NESARA NOW! Namaste!”

2012-09-13

Monday

Dalai Lama

Dalai Lama @ DalaiLama · Sep 13
Everyone wants to live in a peaceful world, but it’s necessary to understand that
what destroys peace is anger and hatred. This is why the long term goal is to create
inner peace within individuals, so contributing to a more compassionate humanity.
2021-09-14

Tuesday

Natasha

Rama: I received a text message today from Natasha. It was 11:30 am. She said to me,
“Lord Rama, there are rumbles in the jungles of DC. The Joint Chiefs of Staff and the
top brass of the Pentagon are as mad as murder hornets with our President, Uncle
Joe. It is because of the very messy withdrawal from Afghanistan. Today Secretary of State,
Tony Blinken, was answering to Congress about the messy withdrawal.
“Meanwhile, across the galaxy, the Light coming in from Creator Source is getting even
higher. All of the old timelines, matrix scenarios, cannot withstand the Light coming in. We
are very, very close to a singularity with our sun, Sol. What this means is we are getting a
massive upgrade.
“All of heaven is here to assist. WE HAVE WON! Sat Nam! Namaste! Blaze the Violet Fire!“
2021-09-15

Wednesday

The Poppy Lady

Rama: Today I talked to the Poppy Lady; she said to me, “Lord Rama, there are events unfolding
and I cannot disclose anything. Yet it is all about the emerging energies coming in
from the highest levels of Cause. These particles of Light have the ability to affect
matter, space and time.
“Why do you feel every day like you fell down a rabbit hole? That is because we are being
lifted up whether we like it or not.
“Remember: Metatron, Michael, Maitraya and Mother Sekhmet are calling the shots here, and
they have diplomatic immunity in a civilization’s development. [Meaning they can step in and
provide such assistance as is for the greatest good of all concerned.]
“Meanwhile, President Duterte of the Philippines is being investigated by a UN Special
Counsel on International War Crimes and Crimes Against Humanity. Sat Nam! Namaste!
Blaze the Violet Fire!”
2021-09-16

Thursday

The Plasma Field

Rama: I tried to call all sorts of people today: no one answered! So I went and sat in the plasma
field; I sat for 30 minutes and listened to the sounds of the vibe machine. Then I got a
feeling to open my eyes – and I did.
On the screen in the plasma field, in front of me, I saw an incoming message from Lord
Metatron, and then I heard a melodious voice. It said: “Remember the Violet Flame! The
Violet Flame is the key to healing this planet. Metatron out!”
Tara’s Closing, and Enhanced, Comments:
Since our Sister Susan* * * showed up from the higher realms tonight - right in my ear! - it’s a
good time to remind everyone of Mother’s messages to us all: those who died in the 9/11
holocaust and everyone who has died since that time will have the free will choice option of choosing
to return to the planet, in their same physical bodies, totally healed, to continue their journey with
us, or to remain where they are.

This dispensation is to be granted because the 9/11 Black Op was planned completely by the Dark
Side operatives around the globe in order to advance their own particular goals: the acquisition of
power and control over planetary and personal wealth and property for their own benefit, not for that
of mankind or the natural world!
The manner and time of death were not part of each individual’s life plan - ie, not something the
individuals chose/had any influence over. The Dark Ones – who have no concern for the welfare of
people or the planet itself - considered their death and disappearance as merely “collateral damage”
as they were the ones who got in the way of the Dark Ones’ goal of achieving their own agenda.
Also, many of the events occurring on the planet since that time have been an intensification of those
plans of mal intent, the result of which is that people have been made to experience psychic and
physical holocaust for centuries. This has taken the form of experiences of cruel and evil planned
events: forest fires – including the Paradise fire - started by magnetic particle beam weapons;
tornadoes, hurricanes, other intense weather situations, never before part of previous weather
patterns and which were/are enhanced by the fossil fuel industries; financial malfeasance such as the
mortgage fiasco and other money management events – quantitative easing being one example; the
increasingly harsh, bitter, hateful attack on the Feminine and on people of colour; starvation;
refugee conditions; genocide in various forms – drugs, gambling, alcoholism, crushing debt, poor
and poorer education; increasing poverty; plandemics over the centuries; inaction of various kinds
re: the lack of creating truly adequate health care programs around the globe – and so on.
This dispensation will be offered post-NESARA when all signs and semblances of those evil intentions
have been erased, removed completely from the realms of possibility. Individuals will be given the
choice to return to the planet in the body they had at the time of death which is now totally healed,
or to remain in their current location and activity.
There is no veil any more: we can travel
between realms with ease now – may we all
continue to pass every test – and Blaze the
Violet Fire.
* * * While on the planet, Susan, a trans
channel, brought in Ashtar, Mother Mary,
Mother and many other Masters, and also
provided readings from those same Masters
for many people.
After her transition, Susan became a fullfledged Member of the Council at the
Antarres Arcturus Midway Station, where
she continues to work with Metatron and
Neptha El Ra, Metatron’s Twin Flame, and
the Praying Mantis people. Together, they
assist those souls who have made their
transition to be reintegrated into galactic law
and galactic life.

Stonehenge, on the Salisbury Plain, England.
Taken by Sweet Angelique the Cat, Monday
September 13, 2021, at sunset
while a portal was opening
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Our heartfelt thanks to all who support these News Updates in
staying free and available to all! Your support means more than
we can say.
To donate to support this work, go here.
Thank you so much.

